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Mechanics of Dynamic Needle Insertion
into a Biological Material

Mohsen Mahvash∗, Member, IEEE, and Pierre E. Dupont, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—During needle-based procedures, transitions between
tissue layers often lead to rupture events that involve large forces
and tissue deformations and produce uncontrollable crack exten-
sions. In this paper, the mechanics of these rupture events is de-
scribed, and the effect of insertion velocity on needle force, tissue
deformation, and needle work is analyzed. Using the J integral
method from fracture mechanics, rupture events are modeled as
sudden crack extensions that occur when the release rate J of
strain energy concentrated at the tip of the crack exceeds the frac-
ture toughness of the material. It is shown that increasing the ve-
locity of needle insertion will reduce the force of the rupture event
when it increases the energy release rate. A nonlinear viscoelastic
Kelvin model is then used to predict the relationship between the
deformation of tissue and the rupture force at different velocities.
The model predicts that rupture deformation and work asymp-
totically approach minimum values as needle velocity increases.
Consequently, most of the benefit of using a higher needle velocity
can be achieved using a finite velocity that is inversely propor-
tional to the relaxation time of the tissue. Experiments confirm the
analytical predictions with multilayered porcine cardiac tissue.

Index Terms—Cutting, fracture, highly deformable bodies,
needle insertion, surgical robotics, tissue dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

M EDICAL needle interventions are a common technique
for accessing tissue structures that would be otherwise

difficult or impossible to reach. In these procedures, needles are
used, for example, to insert catheters, to place radioactive seeds
at tumor sites, to extract biopsy samples, and to inject drugs.

Needle insertion into biological tissues often leads to sudden
tissue rupture or uncontrollable crack extensions due to tissue
inhomogeneity and changes in structure that affect the flow of
energy into the tissue cracks [1]–[3]. A rupture event occurs
when excessive tissue deformation is followed by the sudden
propagation of a crack or cracks inside the tissue. During rup-
ture, strain energy is suddenly released to the cracks (or micro
cracks) inside the tissue causing them to extend.

Rupture events with excessive strain energy can produce dan-
gerous penetration of sensitive tissue regions. For example,
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during fetal cardiac interventions, needle insertion into the left
ventricle can cause collapse of the chamber such that the subse-
quent rupture penetrates the rear wall of the ventricle [4].

Rupture events can also increase the position error of robotic
needle steering inside inhomogeneous tissues. In robotic nee-
dle steering [5]–[10], a robot is used to control the position
and orientation of the base of a stiff symmetric needle, or a
flexible bevel-tip needle to guide the tip of the needle to a de-
sired target inside the tissue. Real-time image-based control
is used to guide the needle tip along a trajectory that avoids
obstacles and converges to the desired target [11]. The in-
homogeneity of the tissue produces rupture events along the
trajectory. Thus, the large transient deformations and uncon-
trollable crack extensions associated with rupture are likely to
increase position error during needle steering in inhomogeneous
tissues.

It is commonly known that faster motions of a sharp tool or
needle cause less tissue deformation during cutting or penetra-
tion of a biological material. This effect should be partly due
to the viscoelastic properties of the material. For example, it
was demonstrated in [12] that ultrasonic surgical cutting instru-
ments can cut tissue without any significant tissue deformation
partly due to the high-frequency periodic velocity of the in-
strument tip. It is likely that both robotic and manual needle
insertions can also benefit through control of velocity to pro-
duce less deformation, uncontrolled crack extension, and tissue
damage.

In this paper, we analyze rupture events that can occur during
needle insertion inside multilayered biological materials. We
develop a qualitative fracture model that relates rupture force
to contact area and to the material properties of tissues. The
fracture model explains why the rupture force decreases with
increasing insertion velocity for some tissue structures. We then
develop a contact model to predict the effect of needle velocity
on the deformation, and work of rupture. Our contact model
predicts that rupture deformation and work asymptotically ap-
proach minimum values as needle velocity increases. Then, we
define a saturation velocity that provides most of the benefit
of using a higher needle velocity. Needle insertion experiments
performed on pig heart support analytical observations.

This paper is arranged as follows. Related work on modeling
and simulating needle insertion is described in the Section II.
Section III presents the qualitative fracture model and analytical
contact model and derives predictions of force and deformation
work at the moment of rupture. It also includes derivation of
a saturation velocity for achieving most of the benefit of high
insertion velocity. Needle insertion experiments are presented
and related to the observation in Section IV. Conclusions appear
in Section V.

0018-9294/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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II. RELATED WORK

The modeling of needle insertion has been studied for devel-
oping surgical training simulators, surgical planning simulators,
and for robotic needle steering [6], [13], [14]. Finite-element
models [6], [14], [15], empirical models [16], and fracture-
mechanics analytical models [4] have been used to predict nee-
dle force and its relation to either global deformation, the body
geometry, boundary conditions surrounding the body, or inser-
tion velocity.

Finite elements have been used to build contact models for
needle insertion. The focus of this work has been to predict tissue
and needle deformation for the purpose of needle steering. For
example, DiMaio et al. [6] used a 2-D finite-element model
to relate needle forces to the global deformation of a body.
Alterovitz et al. [14] applied the finite-element method to obtain
a dynamic contact model for needle insertion. They showed by
simulation that faster needle insertion reduces the position error
for reaching a target inside tissue. Nienhuys et al. [17] used a
3-D finite-element method to simulate needle insertion. In all of
these papers, rupture at the needle tip was not modeled. Instead,
it was assumed that rupture forces were given. In contrast, Misra
et al. [15] used 2-D finite elements with a cohesive zone model
for tissue fracture.

As an alternative to finite elements, some researchers have
developed empirical models for reproducing the force versus
displacement characteristics of needle insertion. For example,
Okamura et al. [16] developed a measurement-based model for
quasistatic insertion of a needle into soft tissue. They modeled
needle force as a combination of deformation force, cutting
force, and friction force.

The effect of velocity on needle insertion in biological mate-
rials has been empirically studied in [18], [19]. Brett et al. [18]
measured needle cutting force in porcine samples and cadavers
to build a surgical simulator for needle-based epidural proce-
dures. They found that the overall force profile does not change
with insertion velocity, while the peak force decreases for faster
insertions. Their force profiles include the events enumerated
earlier, and their peak force is comparable to the rupture force
described here. Hing et al. [19] measured needle insertion force
in liver samples and observed that the average puncture force
decreases with increasing insertion velocity.

Models motivated by fracture mechanics have been proposed
in several papers. For example, prior work by Heverly and
Dupont employed an energy approach from fracture mechan-
ics to describe the effect of velocity on needle insertion [4]. In
contrast with the approach proposed in this paper, needle inser-
tion was modeled as a cutting event whose force depends on
the fracture toughness of the tissue. The observed decrease in
rupture force with increasing velocity was modeled by assum-
ing a negatively velocity-dependent fracture toughness in the
outer tissue layer. As a second example, Azar and Hayward [20]
developed a fracture mechanics model to predict the penetra-
tion force during quasi-static needle insertion into soft tissue.
As in this paper, the needle insertion process was modeled as
a sequence of four events: deformation, rupture, cutting, and
relaxation. The effect of insertion velocity was not studied in
their work.

Fig. 1. Force versus displacement curves for needle insertion into and removal
from a pig heart at two velocities: 1 and 100 mm/s.

Of the papers cited previously, only those employing fracture
mechanics models specifically attempt to produce predictive
models of rupture and only [4] attempts to include the effect
of velocity. In contrast to [4], the model proposed here does
not need to assume a large negative dependence of fracture
toughness on velocity. Instead, it is shown that increasing the
velocity of needle insertion increases the energy release rate to
the extended cracks, and therefore, reduces the force of the
rupture event. The analytical assumptions used in this paper are
partly based on Atkins and Mai’s work on fracture mechanics
of highly deformable bodies [2, Sec. 2.10].

III. DYNAMIC MODELING OF NEEDLE INSERTION

To explain the proposed models, it is necessary to define the
sequence of events associated with needle insertion and rupture.
These are first described using the force–displacement response
associated with needle insertion in a porcine heart. Fracture and
contact models are then developed to predict the relationship be-
tween force, deformation, and velocity of a rupture event. These
relationships are then used to derive the saturation velocity for
a rupture event.

A. Force–Displacement Characteristics

Fig. 1 displays typical force–displacement responses during
the insertion and removal of a rigid trocar (three-sided tip) into
a pig heart. Details of these tests are presented in Section IV.
The process of each needle insertion can be divided into several
events [1], which are as follows.

1) Loading deformation (from 0 to 1): This is a deformation
event that starts at 0 mm and continues until a deformation
(i.e., a deformation depth at the tip of the needle) at which
the needle force reaches its maximum.

2) Rupture (from 1 to 2): This is a rupture event when a crack
suddenly propagates into the tissue right after the force
reaches its maximum.

3) Cutting (from 2 to 3): This is a cutting event that starts
after rupture such that the crack propagates in the body in
a controlled fashion in response to needle displacement.

4) Unloading deformation (from 3 to 4): This is a second
deformation event that starts when the needle is stopped
and continues as the needle is removed.

Needle force also includes friction force during events 1–2,
2–3, 3–4, and 4–0, when the needle is inside the tissue. Friction
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force can be separately modeled as a function of crack length
[16] and insertion velocity [4]. For clarity of presentation, fric-
tion is not considered in the analyses that follow. It is straight-
forward, however, to extend our analyses to include a desired
friction model.

Comparison of the force–deformation curves for the two
velocities during loading deformation (0–1) suggests two
hypotheses—that both the deformation and the force at rupture
decrease with increasing velocity. In the combined model pro-
posed next, the qualitative fracture model explains this rupture
force–velocity relationship, while the contact model reproduces
the observed force–displacement relationship.

B. Fracture Model

Our fracture model is derived from the J integral method of
fracture mechanics [21] that is used to predict crack extension
inside a stiff material under uniform loading [2], [21], [22].
The method calculates the energy release of crack extension by
integrating the change of the energy field during extension. If
this J integral exceeds the energy required to break the bonds
of the material around the crack, then the method predicts that
the crack will be extended [21].

Cracks are regional energy intensifiers with energy-
intensification factors that depend on their tip sharpness, i.e.,
tip curvature [21]. The sharpness of cracks will remain un-
changed for stiff materials during deformation, but it will vary
for highly deformable bodies. For the latter, crack sharpness,
and thus, energy-intensification factor decrease with internal
deformation [23]. To extend the J integral method to biologi-
cal materials, we define crack energy-intensification factor as a
function of deformation. Then, we relate the J integral of the
crack extended during the needle insertion to the intensifica-
tion factor of the crack and the contact pressure caused by the
needle. We conclude that reducing the deformation of the body
prior to the crack extension for a certain needle force increases
the crack energy factor and the energy release rate for the crack,
and consequently, reduces the force of rupture.

Fig. 2 shows two sequential time steps, t and t + dt, of a
needle insertion process inside a nonlinear elastic body. During
dt, the needle moves from x to x + dx under application of a
force fn and the crack with initial area A extends, and therefore,
increases in area by a differential amount dA inside the body.
Crack A extends either when its sharp tip moves or when sharp
microcracks in the neighborhood of its tip extend.

Following the J integral method of [22] to calculate needle
force fn that causes crack extension, we first compute the energy
term Π as the difference of the strain energy of the body U and
the external work applied by the needle We [21] as

Π = U − We. (1)

The nonlinear energy release rate J for the needle insertion is
then defined as [21], [22]

J = −dΠ
dA

(2)

where J represents the stored energy that the needle system can
release per unit area of crack extension. This energy rate depends

Fig. 2. Two time steps of a needle insertion. Microcracks are shown distributed
throughout the tissue. In this idealization, a single microcrack close to the needle
tip and of initial area A extends to produce an increase in area of dA.

on needle force, needle sharpness, deformation properties of the
body, and the size and configuration of crack A (or microcracks
in the neighborhood of the tip of crack A).

In contrast, fracture toughness is defined as the energy re-
quired per unit area to extend a crack inside a body [23]. This is
the energy expended to separate the bonds between the surfaces
of the crack. Fracture toughness is a material property that is
commonly denoted by R or Jc for nonlinear materials and by
G for linear elastic materials. Here, we will use R to denote
fracture toughness. The J integral method predicts that crack
extension will occur when the energy released through exten-
sion equals or exceeds the energy necessary to extend the crack.
This inequality can be written as

J ≥ R. (3)

In order to apply (3) to needle insertion, we consider two spe-
cial cases. In the first, dx = 0, while in the second, dU = 0. Re-
calling the four events of needle insertion described previously,
these cases can be seen to correspond to the events of rupture and
cutting. During idealized rupture, the needle is stationary, i.e.,
dx = 0, and the crack extends entirely by relaxation of the tissue
around it. Also, the needle remains in contact with the tissue,
and therefore, needle force is nonzero. During idealized cutting,
crack tip extension exactly follows needle displacement and the
deformation energy of the body is constant, dU = 0. Each of
these cases is described next.

1) Crack Extension During Rupture, dx = 0: In this case,
the external work by the needle during crack extension is zero,
dWe = 0, and the energy rate J is

J = −dΠ
dA

= −dU

dA
. (4)

The strain energy U is calculated by

U =
∫

V

σi,j dεi,j (5)
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where σi,j and εi,j are the components of stress and strain of
the body, and V represents the volume of the body. The energy
release rate is then obtained by

J = −
d

(∫
V σi,j dεi,j

)
dA

. (6)

It is difficult to calculate (6) exactly for needle insertion due
to the change of crack curvature during tissue deformation, the
proximity of the needle tip to the tip of the crack, and because the
fracture is multiaxial. An approximate analysis can be applied
here, however, to evaluate J .

As an approximation, it is assumed that the pressure over the
contact area Ac between the needle and tissue is constant (see
Fig. 2)

p =
fn

Ac
(7)

where p is the contact pressure, Ac is the size of the contact
area, and fn is the needle force. With this assumption, stress in
the body will be proportional to the contact pressure. Strain is
related to stress by the constitutive equation of the material. Due
to the sharp tip of the crack A or the existence of microcracks,
the stress at the tip of crack A is intensified by a factor that
depends on the structure of crack A and the microcracks [2].

Defining the crack energy-intensification factor as Kc , the
energy release rate J can be related to contact pressure by

J ∝ Kcp
m (8)

where m depends on the nonlinearity of the material. The energy
release rate J also depends on the location and orientation of
the crack with respect to needle tip location, but this does not
need to be considered here. Combining (7) and (8) yields

J ∝ Kc

(
fn

Ac

)m

. (9)

By (3), the crack will extend if J = R. Substituting this value
into (9) and rearranging yields the needle force necessary to
initiate rupture as

fn ∝ m

√
R

Kc
Ac. (10)

2) Crack Extension During Cutting, dU = 0: Now, we con-
sider a second form of crack extension in which the deformation
energy of the body does not change during extension and crack
tip location exactly follows needle tip displacement. We ideal-
ize the shape of the crack extension dA as rectangular prior to
deformation with wc as the width of the crack (see Fig. 2)

dA = wcdx. (11)

For this form of crack extension, the energy release rate J for
crack extension dA is given by

J = −dΠ
dA

=
dWe

dA
= fn

dx

dA
=

fn

wc
. (12)

Substituting the crack extension condition of (3), J = R,
yields the needle force for cutting as

fn = Rwc. (13)

The two forms of crack extension defined previously can be
used to model the rupture and cutting events that occur during
needle insertion. During a rupture event, a crack can extend
unstably such that the energy release rate exceeds the fracture
toughness, J > R. At the beginning and end of the rupture event
(points 1 and 2 in Fig. 1), however, needle force is predicted by
(10). During a cutting event, needle force always satisfies (13).

3) Drop in Needle Force During Rupture: Equation (10) can
be used to explain the sudden decrease in needle force during
rupture. The decrease is generally due to one or both of the
following conditions.

1) A reduction in fracture toughness as the needle passes
from one tissue layer with fracture toughness R1 to another
layer with reduced fracture toughness R2 .

2) An increase of energy release rate J , when the shape of
a crack changes from blunt to sharp during its extension.
This causes the energy-intensification factor of the crack
to change from Kc1 to Kc2 .

To relate these conditions to (10), consider the ratio of nee-
dle force at the beginning and end of rupture (points 1 and 2
in Fig. 1). Assuming that both conditions occur and using sub-
scripts of 1 and 2 to indicate values at those points, the ratio is
given by

fn1

fn2
= m

√
R1Kc2

R2Kc1

Ac1

Ac2
(14)

in which Ac1 and Ac2 are contact areas between the needle and
tissue.

A rupture event can also transition to a cutting event as in
Fig. 1. In this situation, needle force at the end of the rupture
(point 2) is calculated by (13). This force is the minimum needle
force that can extend the crack. The cutting force is independent
of crack geometry and insertion velocity.

4) Dependence of Rupture Force on Velocity: Rupture force
fr is defined as needle force fn1 that extends the crack inside
the first layer. For insertion velocity v, fr (v) is calculated from
(10) as

fr (v) ∝ m

√
R1

Kc1(v)
Ac (15)

where Kc1(v) is the energy intensification of cracks of the first
layer for insertions with velocity v. The energy-intensification
factor will depend on velocity Kc1(v) for those viscoelastic bio-
logical materials for which the internal crack structure depends
significantly on the internal deformation of the body. This fol-
lows since the internal deformation of a body of viscoelastic
materials depends on velocity [24]. For all viscoelastic biologi-
cal materials, regardless of velocity dependence, the following
inequalities summarize our results for two insertion velocities
v1 and v2 , and the same needle force

v1 > v2 → Deformation (v1) < Deformation (v2)

→ Kc1(v1) ≥ Kc1(v2). (16)

Contact area Ac also depends on needle velocity at the be-
ginning of the deformation event [24]. However, prior to the
rupture event, contact area generally reaches to a constant size.
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Fig. 3. Modified Kelvin model to represent needle interaction with a vis-
coelastic body.

Therefore, we assume that Ac is independent of the velocity in
(15).

Combining (15) and (16) indicates that the force needed to
initiate the rupture event exhibits a negative dependence on
needle velocity

v1 > v2 → fr (v1) ≤ fr (v2). (17)

By introducing a specific contact model, this nonincreasing
trend in force can be related to a reduction in deformation,
as is done in the following sections.

C. Contact Model

The classical model used to predict the deformation of a bio-
logical material under uniform tension is the Kelvin model (the
standard linear solid model) [25]. We employ a modified Kelvin
model here to calculate the force–deformation response of a
sharp needle in contact with a biological organ. The modified
Kelvin model (see Fig. 3) has the same architecture as the stan-
dard Kelvin model, but its components are functions of defor-
mation depth δ and are specific to a particular needle shape. We
use deformation-dependent parameters for the modified Kelvin
model to include:

1) the effect of contact area size, that generally increases with
the deformation, on needle force [24];

2) nonlinear constitutive behavior of the material during large
displacements prior to fracture [2].

A nonlinear force–deformation function fs(δ) defines the
force response of the spring of the modified Kelvin model that
calculates the static component of the needle force (see Fig. 3).
The series connection of a nonlinear spring k(δ) and a nonlinear
damper b(δ) calculates the dynamic component of the needle
force. Here, we assume that k(δ) and b(δ) depend on the same
function of δ with different ratios. Thus, the relaxation time of
the model, τs , becomes independent of δ

τs =
b(δ)
k(δ)

. (18)

From the modified Kelvin model (see Fig. 3), the contact
force is given by

fn = fs(δ) + fd(δ, t) (19)

where fn is the needle force, and fd(δ, t) is the force of the
dynamic part of the model defined as a function of time t and
deformation δ.

The dynamic force fd is calculated using

fd = k(δ)δk (20)

fd = b(δ) δ̇b (21)

δk + δb = δ (22)

where δk is the displacement of the spring and δb is the displace-
ment of the damper.

Combining (20), (21), and (18) yields spring deformation

δk =
fd

k(δ)
=

b(δ)
k(δ)

δ̇b = τs δ̇b . (23)

Taking the time derivative of (22) and combining the result with
(23) yields

δ̇k +
δk

τs
= δ̇. (24)

This linear differential equation for spring displacement can be
contrasted with the linear differential equation for spring force
produced by the standard Kelvin model.

The general solution for (24) is obtained by a convolution
integral as

δk =
∫ t

0
δ̇(τ) exp

(
− t − τ

τs

)
dτ. (25)

The dynamic force fd is then obtained as

fd = k(δ)
∫ t

0
δ̇(τ) exp

(
− t − τ

τs

)
dτ. (26)

For a constant needle velocity v, (26) yields

fd = k(δ)vτs

(
1 − exp

(
− t

τs

))
. (27)

Substituting (27) into (19) gives the force–deformation response
of the model for insertion velocity v and relaxation constant τs

as

fn = fs(δ) + k(δ)vτs

(
1 − exp

(
− δ

vτs

))
. (28)

It can be shown for force–deformation response (28) that
increasing the insertion velocity always increases the needle
force for a given deformation. (This can be done by plotting
v
(
1 − exp(−δ/vτs)

)
versus v.)

The relationship between rupture deformation δr and inser-
tion velocity can now be obtained by substituting rupture force
fr (v) into (28) as

fr (v) = fs(δr ) + k(δr )vτs

(
1 − exp

(
− δr

vτs

))
. (29)

Assuming that fs(δr ) and k(δr ) are increasing functions, and
that fr (v) is a nondecreasing function, (29) indicates that rupture
deformation is a decreasing function of insertion velocity.

Needle work prior to rupture can be obtained from the integral
of (28) as

W =
∫ δr

0
fndδ

=
∫ δr

0

(
fs(δ) + k(δ)vτs

(
1 − exp

(
− δ

vτs

)))
dδ. (30)

It can also be shown that increasing needle velocity v decreases
needle work prior to rupture. While some of this work corre-
sponds to recoverable elastic deformation of the tissue, the re-
mainder is absorbed by the tissue both prior to rupture and during
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rupture. The energy absorbed prior to rupture can cause tissue
damage, while that absorbed during rupture goes to crack ex-
tension. During needle insertion, rupture generates uncontrolled
crack extension that can reach to sensitive tissues. Also, since
an uncontrolled crack does not necessarily follow the intended
trajectory of the needle for the entire length of its extension, it
can generate position error during either manual or robotically
controlled needle steering.

D. Saturation Velocity

At high velocity, v � δ/τs , the dynamic part of needle force
(27) can be approximated using a Taylor series as

fd = k(δ)vτs

(
1 −

(
1 −

(
δ

vτs

)
+

(
δ

vτs

)2
/

2

))

fd = k(δ)δ
(

1 − δ

2vτs

)
. (31)

For v → ∞, the dynamic part of the force–deformation response
converges to

lim
v→∞

fd = k(δ) δ (32)

and thus the total needle force versus deformation converges to
a finite stiffness at infinite velocity as

fn (v → ∞) = fs(δ) + k(δ) δ. (33)

For any given displacement δ, of interest, it is possible to com-
pute the velocity vp for which the dynamic force is p% of
its maximum value. Here and for the experiments mentioned
shortly, we select p = 90%, vs = v90 as

0.9k(δ)δ = k(δ)δ
(

1 − δ

2vsτs

)

v90 = 5
δ

τs
. (34)

Saturation velocity for rupture is then defined as

vs = 5
δr

τs
(35)

where δr is rupture deformation for insertion velocity vs and
can be approximated by the rupture deformation of any velocity
higher than vs .

As an example, if the relaxation time of a tissue is 1 s and
a rupture deformation of interest is 10 mm, then the saturation
velocity is 50 mm/s. We can conclude that if insertion velocity
vs is used instead of an infinite velocity for the needle insertion,
the force–deformation curve, tissue deformation, crack energy
factor kc , rupture force, and rupture deformation will not change
significantly. Therefore, saturation velocity can be used as a
practical target value for minimizing tissue deformation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of needle insertion experiments were performed on
pig tissue to:

1) statistically validate dependency of rupture force on ve-
locity as predicted by (17);

Fig. 4. Needle insertion experiment.

2) validate contact model (28);
3) validate dependency of rupture deformation and work on

velocity as predicted by (29) and (30);
4) evaluate saturation velocity (35).

A. Materials and Methods

A linear actuator instrumented with a Sensotec model 31,
22 N tension/compression load cell was used to perform all
needle insertions (see Fig. 4). The needle was controlled such
that its velocity remained constant from the time the needle
made contact with the tissue until the time of rupture. To ac-
complish this, the linear actuator was commanded through a
trapezoidal velocity profile with maximum commanded accel-
eration of 10 m/s2 . Needle motion was initiated more than 1 cm
from the tissue surface to ensure that it had reached its com-
manded velocity at tissue contact.

Fig. 5 demonstrates this performance for a commanded ve-
locity of 200 mm/s. As shown, needle velocity is very close
to this value (between 197.3 and 209.4 mm/s) and acceleration
is close to zero (between −2.0 and 1.5 m/s2) from t = 0.1 s
when contact is made through t = 0.13 s when rupture occurs.
Further insertion tests showed that the needle more accurately
tracks commanded velocity for insertion velocities less than
200 mm/s.

Even though acceleration was small during the tests, iner-
tial forces experienced by the load cell were compensated for
in order to obtain more accurate values of needle force. The
inertial force was estimated by fa = ma, where a is the accel-
eration of the needle, and m is the total mass of the needle and
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Fig. 5. Velocity, acceleration, and force responses of a needle during an in-
sertion with commanded velocity of 200 mm/s. Note that the force scale is not
shown.

its attachment. The acceleration of the needle was calculated
from the position of the needle. The compensated contact force
was obtained by subtracting estimated inertia force from load
cell force. After compensation, the maximum noncontact dis-
turbance force due to inertia is 0.07 N, which is negligible for
this study. Inertia compensation was performed for all reported
forces in this paper.

In addition to inertial compensation, low-pass moving-
average filters were employed to remove high-frequency noise
in the force measurements. Care was taken in designing the fil-
ters to ensure that force and deformation values during rupture
(points 1 and 2 in Fig. 1) were not corrupted significantly. For
example, considering peak force at the moment of rupture, as-
sume that the actual amplitude of the rupture force is 1 and the
slope of the force–time response is α at the moment of rupture.
The filtered force value at this moment, assuming α is constant
within k samples, is given by

ff =
Σj=k−1

j=0 fn (i − j)
k

=
k/2(1 − αkT + 1)

k

= 1 − α k T

2
(36)

where T is sampling period. The filtered rupture force is equal
to the actual force at kT/2 s before the time of rupture. For all
insertion tests of this study, we use the sampling rate of 2 kHz
and an average filter with k = 10. For these values, filtered
rupture force is equal to the actual needle force at 2.5 ms before
its peak. For this short period of time, the force difference is
small (up to 0.05 N) for all measured data and can be ignored.

Needle insertion tests were performed on two pig hearts and
two pig livers. Fresh pig tissues were obtained from a grocery
store, refrigerated for less than 1 h, and the tests were performed
over a period of less than 2 h for each tissue sample and needle.
Two types of needles were used: 1) a 19-gauge trocar needle
(three-sided tip) and 2) an 18-gauge bevel-tip needle. Both nee-
dles can be considered rigid. For each needle and tissue type,
the insertions were performed only in one organ within a rectan-
gular surface area of almost 2 cm × 3 cm. The distance between
insertion holes ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 mm. A force threshold
was used to determine the displacement at which initial needle–

Fig. 6. Force versus deformation for needle insertion into a pig liver. The
numbers 1–5 label rupture events.

Fig. 7. Force versus deformation for three of the ten trials on a heart at
velocities of 1 mm/s.

tissue contact was made. The threshold values employed were
0.05 N for the bevel needle and 0.1 N for the trocar needle.

Insertion tests were performed ten times at velocities of
1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 mm/s with each needle
and tissue sample. For each test, the location of the needle on
the pig tissue was first selected and then the desired insertion
velocity was chosen using a random number generator to avoid
operator bias.

B. Results and Validations

1) General Characteristics of Force–Displacements: Fig. 6
displays the force–displacement trajectory of an insertion into
a liver with a bevel needle for a needle velocity of 1 mm/s.
The trajectory contains five rupture events. In general, needle
insertion into a liver includes two to five rupture events, and the
displacement and force of the rupture events significantly vary
among the trails for the same needle and velocity. This makes
it difficult to analyze the characteristics of rupture events in
liver without knowing the exact location of the inhomogeneities
inside the liver.

Fig. 7 presents three overlaid force–displacement trajectories
for trocar needle insertion into a heart with a needle velocity of
1 mm/s. Each trajectory includes only one rupture event. The
needle force prior to the rupture does not vary among trials,
but there is variation in rupture force. These observations hold
for all trials made with the trocar and bevel needles in porcine
hearts.

Fig. 8 compares the force–displacement trajectories in heart
tissue of the trocar and bevel needles for a velocity 1 mm/s.
While the rupture force of the bevel needle is smaller than that
of the trocar needle, the loading curves are comparable and the
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Fig. 8. Needle force versus displacement of bevel and trocar needles at 1 mm/s
velocity.

Fig. 9. Mean peak rupture force versus velocity for pig heart insertion. Error
bars denote standard deviation.

rupture produced by each is distinct. To validate and evaluate
our model, we consider only needle insertions into heart tissue
in the remainder of this paper.

2) Rupture Force Versus Velocity: Fig. 9 displays the mean
rupture force over the ten trials at each velocity versus velocity
for the trocar and bevel needles. As predicted by (17), average
rupture force is a decreasing function of velocity. The results
also show that the bevel needle produces smaller rupture forces
than the trocar needle. This is likely due to the sharper bevel tip
producing a smaller tissue contact area than the trocar needle.

To evaluate the statistical significance of the experiments in
confirming (17), 28 statistical hypotheses were defined for each
needle that compare mean force at two values of velocity. The
hypotheses state that mean rupture force at the smaller velocity
is larger than mean rupture force at the larger velocity. The
results of one-tailed t-tests are given for both needles in Table I.

Concluding statistical significance for p ≤ 0.05, it can be
seen that the hypotheses are satisfied for velocity pairs in the
upper right and lower left corners of the table. This trend re-
flects the shape of the curves in Fig. 9. The larger slope at low
velocities produces statistically significant differences in force
when comparing low velocities with other low velocities and
high velocities. The asymptotic shape at high velocities, how-
ever, makes it difficult to show statistical differences between
rupture forces at two high velocities.

3) Contact Model: To evaluate the modified Kelvin model
(28), its parameters τs , fs(δ), and k(δ) were separately obtained
for each needle by performing additional experiments. These
experiments were designed to make the identification process
less sensitive to the error of finding the displacement at which
the needle first contacts the tissue.

TABLE I
p-VALUES FOR VELOCITY PAIR HYPOTHESES THAT RUPTURE FORCE IS

DECREASING FUNCTION OF VELOCITY

Fig. 10. Needle force versus time for a needle that is stopped suddenly prior
to puncture. Relaxation response is compared with an exponential curve fit.

The relaxation time constant τs was determined using a tis-
sue relaxation experiment with the trocar needle. The needle
was brought into contact at high velocity. After 6 mm of tis-
sue deformation, but before puncture, the needle was rapidly
stopped so as to approximate a step change in velocity [25].
When the needle stops, the tissue relaxes and the needle force
decreases. The resulting relaxation profile is shown in Fig. 10.
As shown, the force measurements include both tissue force
and inertia force caused by the acceleration of the needle and its
attachment. An exponential force–time response was fit to that
portion of the data for which the acceleration and inertia force
were zero resulting in a time constant of τs = 0.5 s.

The static and dynamic stiffnesses of the model fs(δ) and k(δ)
were estimated from two penetration experiments performed on
a flat part of the tissue surface at approximately 2 mm distance
from each other. This small separation distance ensures the same
initial contact displacement values for the pair of tests. The first
test, conducted at a velocity of 1 mm/s, was used to approximate
the static stiffness. A polynomial curve fit to the measured force–
deformation data yields the following:

fs(δ) = fn (v = 1) = 0.01δ2 + 0.026δ. (37)

Fig. 11 shows the force–displacement curve for this test along
with the polynomial approximation.

The second penetration test conducted at a high velocity,
100 mm/s, is also shown. The dynamic part of needle force at
100 mm/s is obtained by the difference between two measured
force responses, as shown in Fig. 11

fd(v = 100) = fn (v = 100) − fn (v = 1). (38)

By (32), fd(v = 100) can be approximated by k(δ)δ at high
velocity, and therefore, we estimate k(δ) using

fd(v = 100) ≈ k(δ)δ. (39)
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Fig. 11. Needle force versus deformation for closely spaced penetrations at
velocities of 1 and 100 mm/s. Also shown are a quadratic curve fit for the
100 mm/s data and a linear fit for the difference between the datasets.

TABLE II
ESTIMATED MODIFIED KELVIN MODEL PARAMETERS FOR BEVEL

AND TROCAR NEEDLES

Fig. 12. Comparison of the Kelvin model with the measured force for the
bevel needle and velocity of 10 mm/s.

A linear curve fit to (39) yields k(δ) = 0.046. The same
approach was used to estimate the contact model parameters for
the bevel needle. Table II lists the parameters for both needle
types.

To evaluate how well the parameters of Table II can predict
the 80 datasets recorded for each needle type, the rms error
of needle force was computed. To perform this computation,
each curve was shifted along the horizontal axis such that zero
deformation corresponded to a force of 0.1 N for the trocar
needle and a force of 0.05 N for the bevel needle. An example
for the trocar needle is shown in Fig. 12. The error as a function
of needle displacement is also shown. The rms needle force
error for the 80 trials was computed from

erms =

√√√√
[∑80

i=1

∫ δc

0 e2(δ)dδ
]

80δc
(40)

in which δc is a prerupture displacement valid for all datasets of
a needle. Using values of δc = 4 mm for the bevel needle and
δc = 6 mm for the trocar needle yields rms needle force errors
of 0.02 and 0.07 N, respectively.

4) Rupture Deformation and Work Versus Deformation:
Figs. 13 and 14 display average rupture deformation and work
versus velocity for each needle. Both curves exhibit the de-

Fig. 13. Average rupture deformation versus needle velocity for pig heart.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.

Fig. 14. Average needle work versus velocity for pig heart. Error bars indicate
standard deviation.

crease in value with increasing velocity as predicted by (29) and
(30). To evaluate the statistical significance of the depicted re-
sults, sets of one-tailed t-tests were performed similar to those
described earlier for rupture force. While there is insufficient
space to present these results in the form of Table I, the values
and conclusions are very similar to those reported for rupture
force.

5) Saturation Velocity: To calculate saturation velocity (35),
the rupture deformation and relaxation time constant are needed.
These can be obtained from two simple tests: one to measure the
relaxation time and one high-velocity insertion to measure rup-
ture deformation. Here, we use τs of the modified Kelvin model
given in Table II and mean rupture deformation at 100 mm/s
from Fig. 13. From the figure, δr = 7 mm for the trocar needle
and δr = 3.5 mm for the bevel needle. These values yield satu-
ration velocity values of vs = 70 mm/s for the trocar needle and
vs = 35 mm/s for the bevel needle.

The computed values of saturation velocity are noted in the
plots of Figs. 9, 13, and 14. It is clear from the figures that
they successfully divide the plot into regions of high and low
slope. In doing so, they provide a good estimate of the minimum
velocity needed to take advantage of the effects of high-velocity
insertions. Note that this is true for the average rupture forces
of Fig. 9 even though our qualitative fracture model did not
explicitly calculate such a velocity.

V. CONCLUSION

Needle insertion into biological materials includes rupture
events during transitions between tissue layers that produce
sudden uncontrolled crack propagations. A qualitative frac-
ture model was used to related the rupture force to fracture
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toughness, and deformation characteristics of the tissue includ-
ing contact area and internal deformation of cracks inside tissue.
A modified Kelvin model was used to relate the force of rupture
to tissue deformation and needle work. The model shows that a
nonpositive dependence of rupture force on needle velocity pro-
duces a negative dependence of rupture deformation and needle
work on velocity. We conclude that faster needle insertions can
be employed to decrease rupture values. The model also suc-
cessfully predicts and calculates a finite-insertion velocity that
can be employed to achieve most of the benefit of increased
velocity.
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